
Sesselanimateure

Geschichtenerzähler 



Product description:  
180 cm tall gingerbread figure with 7 movements, audio-controlled narration 
function in a 
wooden chair sitting on a stage platform. 

Scope of delivery: 
Basic mechanism with gingerbread body shell, metal frame, arm pads, leg 
pads, shaping components.  

Movements: 
Hip mechanism with upper body movement left right and back and forth, head 
mechanism with head back and forth as well as swaying left and right, eye 
mechanism with movement left and right as well as eyelids open and closed, 
mouth with movement left and right as well as eyelids open and closed. 
and eyelids open and closed, mouth mechanism open and closed controlled by 
audio signal  

Equipment: 
Armchair made of wood with upholstery, platform suitable for transport with 
forklift or pallet truck, 
audio loudspeaker, amplifier and sequence control with control panel and  
3 illuminated push buttons. 
Power: 230/24 volt

Lennart Gingerbread
An armchair animator is a talking figure in an 
armchair that entertains children and families 
through many movements and a speech-
synchronised mouth/mouth movement. 
Shopping centres, museums, event agencies 
and organisers can hire the figures from us 
for a specific period of time or purchase 
them. The figures can read out stories of any 
length and perform up to 7 movements. So 
far, moose, bear, gingerbread, polar bear and 
reindeer figures have been realised.

Maße:  
Podest 160 x 120 cm



Product description:  
180 cm tall brown bear figure with 7 movements, audio-controlled narration 
function sitting in a padded armchair on a stage platform. 

Scope of delivery: 
Basic mechanism with body shell brown bear, metal frame, arm pads, leg 
pads, shaping components. 

Movements: 
Hip mechanism with upper body movement left right and forward and back, 
head mechanism with head forward and 
back and swaying left and right, eye mechanism with left and right movement 
and eyelids open and closed, mouth mechanism open and closed audio signal 
controlled.  

Equipment: 
Armchair made of wood with fabric upholstery, platform suitable for transport 
with forklift or pallet truck, 
Audio loudspeaker, amplifier and sequence control with control panel and 3 
illuminated push buttons. 
Power: 230/24 volt 

dimensions:  
Platform 160 x 120 cm

Kuddel the Story Bear
An armchair animator is a talking figure in an 
armchair that entertains children and families 

through many movements and a speech-
synchronised mouth/mouth movement. 

Shopping centres, museums, event agencies and 
organisers can hire the figures from us for a 

specific period of time or purchase them. The 
figures can read out stories of any length and 

perform up to 7 movements. So far, moose, bear, 
gingerbread, polar bear and reindeer figures have 

been realised.



Uncle Rudi tells winter 
stories 

Product description:  
180 cm tall reindeer figure with 7 movements, audio-controlled 
storytelling function in a 
Upholstered wooden armchair sitting on a stage platform. 

Scope of delivery: 
Basic mechanism with body shell reindeer, metal frame, arm pads, leg 
pads, shaping components.  
Movements: 
Hip mechanism with upper body movement left right and back and 
forth, head mechanism with head back and forth and 
back and swaying left and right, eye mechanism with movement left 
right and eyelids open and closed, mouth 
and eyelids open and closed, mouth mechanism open and closed audio 
signal controlled.  

Features: 
Armchair made of wood with upholstery, platform suitable for 
transport with forklift or pallet truck, 
Audio speaker, amplifier and sequence control with control panel and 3 
illuminated push buttons, 
Horns / antlers with luminous candles (LED lighting). 
Power: 230/24 volt 

Dimensions: Platform 160 x 120 cm

An armchair animator is a talking figure in an 
armchair that entertains children and families 
through many movements and a speech-
synchronised mouth/mouth movement. 
Shopping centres, museums, event agencies 
and organisers can hire the figures from us for a 
specific period of time or purchase them. The 
figures can read out stories of any length and 
perform up to 7 movements. So far, moose, bear, 
gingerbread, polar bear and reindeer figures have 
been realised.



Lars the polar bear  
tells winter stories.

Product description:  
180 cm tall polar bear figure with 7 movements, audio-controlled narration 
function sitting in an armchair made of GRP in ice look on a stage platform. 

Scope of delivery: 
Basic mechanism with body shell polar bear, metal frame, arm pads, leg pads, 
shaping components.  

Movements: 
Hip mechanics with upper body movement left right and back and forth, head 
mechanics with head back and forth as well as swaying left and right, eye 
mechanics with movement left right as well as eyelids open and closed, mouth 
and eyelids open and closed, mouth mechanism open and closed, audio signal 
controlled.  

Equipment: 
Armchair made of GRP in ice optics, platform suitable for transport with forklift or 
pallet truck, 
Audio loudspeaker, amplifier and sequence control with control panel and 3 
illuminated push buttons. 
Power: 230/24 volt 

Dimensions: Platform 160 x 120 cm

An armchair animator is a talking figure in an 
armchair that entertains children and families 
through many movements and a speech-
synchronised mouth/mouth movement. Shopping 
centres, museums, event agencies and organisers 
can hire the figures from us for a specific period of 
time or purchase them. The figures can read out 
stories of any length and perform up to 7 
movements. So far, moose, bear, gingerbread, 
polar bear and reindeer figures have been realised.



Grandpa Moose tells  
Stories from the North
An armchair animator is a talking figure in an 
armchair that entertains children and families 
through many movements and a speech-
synchronised mouth/mouth movement. 
Shopping centres, museums, event agencies 
and organisers can hire the figures from us for 
a specific period of time or purchase them. 
The figures can read out stories of any length 
and perform up to 7 movements. So far, 
moose, bear, gingerbread, polar bear and 
reindeer figures have been realised.

Product description:  
180 cm high moose figure with 7 movements, audio-controlled narration function 
in a 
wooden armchair sitting on a stage platform. 

Scope of delivery: 
Basic mechanism with body shell moose, metal frame, arm pads, leg pads, 
shaping components.  

Movements: 
Hip mechanism with upper body movement left right and forward and back, head 
mechanism with head forward and 
back and swaying left and right, eye mechanism with left-right movement 
as well as eyelids open and closed, mouth mechanism open and closed audio 
signal controlled.  

Equipment: 
Armchair made of wood with boards, platform suitable for transport with forklift or 
pallet truck, 
audio loudspeaker, amplifier and sequence control with control panel and  
3 illuminated push buttons. 
Power: 230/24 volt 

dimensions:  
Platform 160 x 120 cm



The basic technical construction 
of the armchair animators is 
produced using modern 
manufacturing techniques. 
Lasers and 3D production 
processes are used.

Cosy outside 
and modern 
inside



The transport rack



Safely packed to the place of use!



Realisation on a stage in a shopping centre in 2022





von Hippel GmbH* Nikolaus Otto Straße 4*  D-19061 Schwerin 

Tel: +49 (385) 77333370 

E-Mail: info@von-hippel.de

Your specialists in figure making for over 30 years


